
CONVENIENCE 
In the Food & Beverage Space

The nature of the pandemic – and with it, consumers’ lifestyles – 

over the past year and a half has redefined a lot of things, including 

the notion of convenience. Before the new decade, convenience 

was often about eating or drinking on the go or somehow cutting 

down on time or effort. Now, convenience not only encompasses 

more attributes — access to healthier choices, ease of preparation, 

greater variety, but is quite personal. Bottom line: people want 

what they want – when, where and how they want it. We’re taking 

a look at how food and beverage manufacturers meet these 

expectations for personal convenience and how flavor plays a role 

in this ever-evolving concept. Read on to learn how you can cater 

to consumers’ diverse but personally important tastes.



WHO WANTS WHAT, WHEN AND HOW?

Although almost everyone is looking for solutions to make 

their own life better or easier in some way under the 

broadening umbrella of convenience, there are differences 

based on where people are at in their lives. Accordingly, this 

can impact the way foods and drinks are developed and 

marketed.

Demographic-Based Convenience Trends

Source: Oracle Advertising, Gallup, Acosta, Innova

“ Convenience is a new norm:  If tomorrow’s 
adults are used to instant service/

gratification, are they facing the same lessons 
and challenges that older generations 

encountered? This level of convenience 
affords consumers the opportunity to focus on 
a lifestyle that suits them, rather than one they 

are forced into out of necessity.” 
- MINTEL

of Millennial consumers are primarily buying 

convenience meals. Gen Z follows at 26%

Adults who are married with children under 

18 have a higher than average rate of using 

meal preparation kits, at 22 percent

of families plan to keep eating together at 

home after the pandemic at least as often as 

or more often than they do now.

of global consumers have found more ways 

to tailor their life and the products they buy to 

their individual needs, beliefs and style. 



MOBILITY ABILITY
As food and beverage developers ponder new products, they should also bear in mind how products will be bought and 

brought to consumers. The likely permanence of the e-commerce marketplace, which hinges on convenience, can be an 

influence in how foods and beverages are made.

of consumers in the U.S. say they buy 

groceries online and an equal amount 

plan to take advantage of e-commerce 

at the same rate or more often when the 

pandemic truly eases. 

of Americans report they’d rather give up 

social media than never be able to get an 

item delivered again. 

Source: Coresight Research, DoorDash



NEW FORMS OF CONVENIENCE TAKE SHAPE
At one point in time, not too long ago, a product was 

considered convenient if it was pre-seasoned or came in a 

resealable, easy-open package. Of course, those items are 

still convenient, but as the definition of convenience expands, 

so do the forms of foods and beverages that make life easier, 

more enjoyable or personally relevant for the consumer.

HOW FLAVOR FITS INTO CONVENIENCE
There’s a reason it is rare for a food or beverage company 

to launch a product line with only one flavor or variety. 

Consumers’ pursuit of personal satisfaction – the endgame 

for modern convenience – is driving food and beverage 

manufacturers to unveil several flavor options for one 

product type, whether it’s plant-based jerky, frozen novelties 

or almost anything in between. Depending on the product, 

flavors can be spicy, indulgent, authentically ethnic, nostalgic, 

associated with health and wellness or unique in some other 

way.

“New convenience is about eating better, 
in alignment with one’s interests and 
aspirations, despite modern challenges, and 
deepening connections to food, not just 
making it easier to access.” 
- THE HARTMAN GROUP

CONVENIENCE, 2021 STYLE

• Reimagined meal solutions

• Sizing up demand

• Immediate care

• Mobility Ability

• Savoring Mealtime

• Convenient Indulgence

• Value Proposition: Responsible, Sustainable and Flavorful  



REIMAGINED MEAL SOLUTIONS
As consumers continue to eat at home instead of rushing 

back to pre-pandemic habits of dining out, they are 

seeking user-friendly ways to buy, prepare and serve 

meals. Meal solutions include grab-and-go boxes and 

bundles of heat-and-eat, ready-to-eat or ready-to-

make dinners and with more people working from home, 

lunches and heavy snacks. To make their solutions stand 

out, providers including subscription delivery services, 

supermarkets prepared food areas, restaurants and 

specialty food companies tout the quality and range of 

their options, often focusing on flavor and how meals can 

be prepared or even adjusted to a consumer’s liking. 

HELP IS ON THE WAY
In addition to meal kits, prepared foods and value-added 

side dishes, products that allow home cooks to have a 

bit of ownership and a lot of assistance in the kitchen are 

also gaining traction in today’s marketplace. Consumers 

can choose from elevated “helpers”, like jarred etouffee 

sauces, seasoned fajita meat or pre-cut veggie spirals 

paired with seasoning packets. 

PRODUCTS OF NOTE
TROIS PETITS COCHONS UNCURED BACON & SWISS 
SOUS-VIDE EGG BITES contain four easy-peel units 
and are described as a fully cooked modern quiche 
made with cage-free eggs, savory uncured bacon and 
hearty Swiss cheese. 

HELLOFRESH PARMESAN-CRUSTED CHICKEN WITH 
LEMONY CAVATAPPI is a microwaveable meal kit 
recipe with pre-measured ingredients including chicken 
breasts, fry seasoning, cavatappi pasta, garlic, grape 
tomatoes, Clovis dijon mustard, cream cheese spread, 
and more.

28% of consumers responded that they likely or 
definitely would buy this product.

When asked how their cooking habits have 
changed, 36% of consumers say they are 

cooking more simple foods. 
- IFIC

TASTEFUL SELECTIONS SEASON & SAVOR COUNTRY 
SKILLET BITE-SIZE POTATOES are fresh bite-size 
microwaveable potatoes paired with robust flavors of 
pepper, sage and garlic. The product can be steamed in 
five and a half minutes in the tray that is easy to clean up.

53% of consumers responded that they likely or definitely 
would buy this product.

of U.S. adults say that they are cooking and 

preparing more of their own meals at home 

-FMI



SAVORING MEALTIME
Dinnertime staples like pasta with marinara sauce or meatloaf 

and mashed potatoes are still part of many ready-made 

meals available at grocery stores and home delivery services, 

but meals made with flavorful and trending ingredients (think 

miso-ginger rice bowls with reishi mushrooms and steamed 

greens) help meal providers stand out in a growing crowd 

of competitors.  Ready-to-assemble meal kits from delivery 

services are often developed and marketed with attention-

grabbing, tastebud-pleasing flavors, as are a growing number 

of heat-and-eat and ready-to-prepare meal offerings. With a 

diversification of proteins at the center of these meal plates, 

flavor takes on even more importance.

PRODUCTS OF NOTE

HOME CHEF OVEN-READY COCONUT-CRUSTED 
JALAPEÑO CHICKEN with Mojito Lime Rice and 
Peppers is oven ready, does not require chopping, cooks 
in 30 to 40 minutes and retails in a 31.5-oz. recyclable 
pack, serving two. 

18% of consumers said they likely or definitely would buy 
this product.

REALGOOD MONGOLIAN INSPIRED BEEF BOWL is 
made with tender seasoned beef strips with Mongolian 
inspired savory sauce, rice cauliflower and garlic. The 
microwavable, cook and serve product provides 8g of 
net carbs and 16g of protein per serving, and contains 
no gluten or grains. 

27% of consumers said they likely or definitely would buy 
this product.

OLD EL PASO BARBACOA BEEF STREET TACO KIT 
includes 12 microwavable street taco flour tortillas, 
mild barbacoa seasoning mix and mild salsa verde. The 
product can be prepared by just adding beef, onion, 
vinegar and toppings. 

TYSON SIMPLY ROASTED FAJITA CHICKEN 
BREAST STRIPS are fully cooked, seasoned, boneless 
and skinless, with  20g protein per serving. The 
microwaveable chicken retails in a resealable 9-oz. pack 
featuring heating instructions and a recipe suggestion.

“It will be important for retailers to remember, despite 

what appears to be a deepening appreciation for 

cooking and expanded skills for planning, consumers’ 

needs for efficient and sustainable ways to prepare 

food have not diminished. Pandemic cooking fatigue 

is real, and home cooks continue to seek ways to save 

time and labor without sacrificing health and taste” 

- FMI

of restaurants that currently offer meal kits 

and take-home heat-and-eat meals plan to 

continue those offerings after the pandemic.
Source: FMI



SIZING UP DEMAND
For convenience-minded 

consumers, portions and 

packaging are almost as 

important as the product 

itself. As manufacturers 

develop foods and 

beverages, they are running 

a parallel track on how 

those items will be made 

available to consumers, whether in single-serve formats 

for individual or on-the-go consumption, larger packs 

for multiple eating occasions or families or somewhere in 

between.  Here, too, flavor can be a point of differentiation 

and scaled to complement portions and package types. 

Importantly, while consumers like to have choices for 

formats that meet their needs, they also appreciate being 

able to pick from flavor options. 

A SIDE NOTE: 
Convenient side dishes are also having a moment, as a help 

to consumers who are preparing more meals at home but 

grappling with a bit of cooking fatigue as the novelty of 

making things from scratch wears off.

PRODUCTS OF NOTE
PURELY ELIZABETH 5 GRAIN + SEED OATMEAL 
SINGLE SERVE PACKETS feature a pea and chickpea 
protein blend, oats, quinoa, amaranth, chia, and flax to 
provide optimal taste, texture and nutrition. The product 
comes in single-serve pouches for convenience at home 
or on the go, and are available in Classic Cinnamon and 
Banana Nut varieties.

SCHUMAN CHEESE now offers single-serve Cello 
Snack Packs with a personalized portion of Fontal and 
Copper Kettle cheeses in combination with dried fruit 
and roasted nuts. 

SIMPLE TRUTH FREE FROM MASHED AVOCADO 
WITH EVERYTHING BAGEL SEASONING is made 
with Hass avocados, contain 100 calories per pack and 
is free from GMO. The convenient spreadable plant-
based product can to be used as a dip or addition to 
lunchboxes, and retails in a pack of four 2-oz. single 
serve on-the-go packs. 
36% of consumers responded that they likely or definitely 
would buy this product

CRACKER BARREL TEX MEX SHREDDED NATURAL 
CHEESE is sold in a 480-gram family size pack 
containing approximately four cups of cheese. The 
product comprises queso quesadilla, pizza mozzarella, 
cheddar and Monterey jack with jalapeno peppers.



IMMEDIATE CARE
With health and wellness high on the priority list for many 

consumers, food and beverage products that conveniently 

deliver nutrition, immunity or other health-related 

attributes are appealing to many buyers. Making better-for-

you products readily accessible aligns with the concurrent 

trends of holistic wellness, personalization and ease of use.

HEALTHY DOSE OF FLAVOR: 
As demand for better-for-you products and foods 

and beverages with medicinal properties stays strong, 

manufacturers can use flavor to boost the appeal of such 

products and to make it quicker and easier for people to 

reach for them.

PRODUCTS OF NOTE
VIVE ORGANIC IMMUNITY BOOST SHOT WITH 
ELDERBERRY is described as doctor-crafted drink 
with ultimate proactive defense combo, and contains 
cold pressed ginger root, cold pressed turmeric root, 
elderberry and black pepper to activated turmeric. 

23% of consumers said they likely or definitely would buy 
this product.

REMEDY ORGANICS BERRY IMMUNITY PLANT 
BASED DRINK is a convenient single-serve 100% plant-
based product made with elderberry, strawberry, camu 
camu, echinacea, and lion’s mane for immune support, 
dragon fruit for immune and skin support, 10g of protein 
for muscle recovery, and prebiotics for gut health. 
28% of consumers said they likely or definitely would 
buy this product.

ICONIC TUMERIC GINGER PROTEIN DRINK is 
naturally flavored drink made with milk from grass fed 
cows and lean, clean and premium ingredients, offering 
20g of protein, 3g of sugar and 130 calories. 
26% of consumers said they likely or definitely would buy 
this product.

YUM BUTTER PROTEIN ALMOND BUTTER contains 
plant protein and probiotics, which are said to contribute 
to healthy gut flora. This kosher certified product is 
free from GMO, gluten and added sugar, and carefully 
produced in a gluten-free facility. It is suitable for vegans.

About half (~50%) of consumers say that a healthy 

lifestyle has become more important to them since 

the pandemic began. 

One third (~33%) of adults are more likely to 

buy a food or drink with multiple health benefits 

and almost half want more functional foods for 

managing stress and anxiety.

Source: Coresight Research, DoorDash



CONVENIENT INDULGENCE
Especially at a time of uncertainty, consumers like to 

indulge in snacks and desserts as instant pick-me-

ups. Some of these items are truly instant, available in 

convenient single-serve or portioned formats. Befitting the 

reward-like nature of such products, flavors are designed 

for satisfaction. Decadence and nostalgia play well in this 

space, as do items that balance satisfaction and health for a 

permissible indulgence claim.

PRODUCTS OF NOTE

BETTY CROCKER BIRTHDAY CAKE COOKIE 
CUPS KIT includes sugar cookie mix, white frosting 
sprinkles and paper baking cups. Other Cookie Cups 
Kit varieties include Salted Caramel Pretzel and 
Chocolate Chip Fudge. 

PHILADELPHIA CHOCOLATE HAZELNUT 
CHEESECAKE CRUMBLE has chocolate flavored 
sauce on the bottom, Philadelphia cheesecake in the 
middle, and rich cookie crumble on top; it is available 
in a 6.6-oz. pack with  two cheesecake desserts. 

51% of consumers said they likely or definitely would 
buy this product.



If convenience means different things to different people, 

it’s also about meaning in the true sense of the word. 

Foods and beverages that exemplify values in some way, 

from the use of sustainably-sourced ingredients to earth-

friendly packaging to culturally significant flavors, can 

be made, packaged and marketed to consumers who 

appreciate being able to have such options that resonate 

with both their palate and personal beliefs.

Earth-friendly products and earthy flavors are often 

complementary, for both appetite appeal and marketing. 

At a time when many consumers are seeking out products 

that are responsibly and/or sustainably sourced, flavors 

can be used for authenticity and to evoke certain desired 

attributes.

PRODUCTS OF NOTE
EAT THE CHANGE TERIYAKI GINGER MUSHROOM 
JERKY is described as sweet and savory marinated and 
wood smoked. The manufacturer states to be committed 
to USDA organic ingredients that are plant/fungi based, 
supports biodiversity, upcycle imperfect produce, and 
commits to recyclable packaging.

TWO GOOD MEYER LEMON FLAVORED GREEK LOW 
FAT YOGURT is said to be made with verified rescued 
fruit. It is said to be made in limited batches with Meyer 
lemons that would have otherwise gone to waste. The 
manufacturer is said to be proud to be part of the BCorp 
Movement, which is all about using business as a force 
of good in the world. 

ENDANGERED SPECIES OAT MILK + RICK AND 
DARK CHOCOLATE PREMIUM BAKING CHIPS are 
described as bold dark chocolate morsels with oat milk 
for a premium baking experience. The product is said 
to be made with responsibly sourced 75% cocoa, vegan 
cane sugar and real American oats. The manufacturer 
states to donate 10% of net profits to save the wildlife. 

44% of consumers said they likely or definitely would buy 
this product.

GOMACRO MACROBAR Blissful Daybreak Blueberry 
+ Cashew Butter High Protein Bar is a vegan and 
kosher-certified product, free from GMOs and gluten. 
The manufacturer states to give back, and to spread 
awareness for a balanced, plant-based lifestyle that 
inspires consumers to have a healthy body, sharp mind 
and bold spirit. 

37% of consumers said they likely or definitely would buy 
this product.

VALUE PROPOSITION:
Responsible, Sustainable and Flavorful 

Half of today’s consumers say that the pandemic 

spurred them to reevaluate what’s important to 

them in life

More than 4 in 10 (~40%) U.S. consumers say that 

their individual choices about food and beverage 

purchases have a moderate or significant impact on 

the environment. 

Source: IFIC, Accenture
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THE TAKEAWAYS
When consumers say they want something that’s convenient, they 

mean a food or beverage product that makes their life easier and 

better and, increasingly, better for people and the planet. Beyond 

the table-stakes basics like resealable packaging and seasoned/

pre-seasoned items, today’s convenient offerings allow consumers 

to make meals and snacks at home in a simple, enjoyable way. 

Flavor, already quite an individual attribute, elevates, distinguishes 

and personalizes fare that can be deemed convenient for today’s 

lifestyles. 

What does true partnership look like? You deserve a flavor partner ready to turn 
these trends into the tangible.

Let FONA’s market insight and research experts get to work for you. Translate 
these trends into bold new ideas for your brand. Increase market share and get to 
your “what’s next.” Our technical flavor and product development experts are also 
at your service to help meet the labeling and flavor profile needs for your products 
to capitalize on this consumer trend. Let’s mesh the complexities of flavor with 
your brand development, technical requirements and regulatory needs to deliver a 
complete taste solution.

From concept to manufacturing, we’re here for you — every step of the way.  
Contact our sales service department at 630.578.8600 to request a flavor sample  
or chat us up at www.fona.com/contact-fona/

YOU DESERVE MORE. LET’S GET STARTED. 

REQUEST YOUR 
FREE 

FLAVOR SAMPLE HERE

https://www.fona.com/deliver/quick-flavor-samples/?utm_source=flavorpage&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=trendsamplerequest

